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Next EUROVENTSUMMIT to take place in 2022	
Concrete dates to be announced later in the year 

Antalya, Brussels, 25 May 2021. The ongoing COVID-19 outbreak already forced the postponement 
of the upcoming EUROVENTSUMMIT from September 2020 to October 2021. After carefully 
evaluating the situation, the organisers have decided that the Summit will be further postponed to 
2022. 

Although postponed to 2022, the next edition of the EUROVENTSUMMIT is still scheduled to take place 
in Antalya, Turkey. Concrete dates will be announced later this year. 

Naci Sahin, outgoing Eurovent President and representative of the local Member Association and 
Summit co-organiser ISKID, stated: “While this was not an easy decision to make, the health and 
safety of the participants is our number one priority. We believe that moving the event to 2022 is an 
opportunity rather than a setback. Seeing the increasing vaccination rates and the world slowly waking 
up and going back to normal, we are hopeful that further postponing the event will allow us to host a 
full-scale EUROVENTSUMMIT with all its features and perks.” 

For the latest updates, stay tuned via www.eurovent-summit.eu and our LinkedIn page, following the 
hashtag #BuildingBridges. The Summit organisation Team remains at your disposal for inquiries via 
andrea.gasparova@eurovent.eu. 

Related documents and links 
All related documents and files can be found in the respective sections in the right sidebar. 
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About Eurovent 
Eurovent is Europe’s Industry Association for Indoor Climate (HVAC), Process Cooling, and Food Cold 
Chain Technologies. Its members from throughout Europe represent more than 1.000 organisations, 
the majority small and medium-sized manufacturers. Based on objective and verifiable data, these 
account for a combined annual turnover of more than 30bn EUR, employing around 150.000 people 
within the association’s geographic area. This makes Eurovent one of the largest cross-regional 
industry committees of its kind. The organisation’s activities are based on highly valued democratic 
decision-making principles, ensuring a level playing field for the entire industry independent from 
organisation sizes or membership fees. 

Our Member Associations 
Our Member Associations are major national sector associations from Europe that represent 
manufacturers in the area of Indoor Climate (HVAC), Process Cooling, Food Cold Chain, and Industrial 
Ventilation technologies. 

The more than 1.000 manufacturers within our network (Eurovent ‘Affiliated Manufacturers’ and 
‘Corresponding Members’) are represented in Eurovent activities in a democratic and transparent 
manner. 

à For in-depth information and a list of all our members, visit www.eurovent.eu 

 


